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PURPOSE. The clinical phenotype of retinal gliosis occurs in different forms; here, we
characterize one novel genetic feature, (i.e., signaling via BMP-receptor 1b).

METHODS.Mouse mutants were generated within a recessive ENU mutagenesis screen; the
underlying mutation was identified by linkage analysis and Sanger sequencing. The eye
phenotype was characterized by fundoscopy, optical coherence tomography, optokinetic
drum, electroretinography, and visual evoked potentials, by histology, immunohistology,
and electron-microscopy.

RESULTS. The mutation affects intron 10 of the Bmpr1b gene, which is causative for skip-
ping of exon 10. The expression levels of pSMAD1/5/8 were reduced in the mutant
retina. The loss of BMPR1B-mediated signaling leads to optic nerve coloboma, gliosis in
the optic nerve head and ventral retina, defective optic nerve axons, and irregular retinal
vessels. The ventral retinal gliosis is proliferative and hypertrophic, which is concomi-
tant with neuronal delamination and the reduction of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs); it is
dominated by activated astrocytes overexpressing PAX2 and SOX2 but not PAX6, indicat-
ing that they may retain properties of gliogenic precursor cells. The expression pattern
of PAX2 in the optic nerve head and ventral retina is altered during embryonic devel-
opment. These events finally result in reduced electrical transmission of the retina and
optic nerve and significantly reduced visual acuity.

CONCLUSIONS. Our study demonstrates that BMPR1B is necessary for the development of
the optic nerve and ventral retina. This study could also indicate a new mechanism in the
formation of retinal gliosis; it opens new routes for its treatment eventually preventing
scar formation in the retina.
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Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signaling plays an
essential role in eye development. Mutations in BMP4

cause anophthalmia (no eyes) or microphthalmia (small
eyes) and developmental anomalies in human limbs.1 BMP4
is essential for lens induction during early eye develop-
ment in the mouse2; it also plays a fundamental role in
the dorsoventral polarity of the eye cup and controls cell
apoptosis in the developing eyes.3,4 However, knockdown
of Bmp4 does not produce discernable retinal phenotypes.5

In human patients, mutations in BMP4 cause anophthalmia-
microphthalmia and retinal dystrophy.6 Moreover, Bmp7
knockout mice exhibit microphthalmia or anophthalmia
caused by disruptions of lens induction during early eye
development.7–9 However, loss of Bmp7 causes eye defects
that are variable and strain specific.7–10 In the retina, Bmp4
is expressed in the dorsal portion and Bmp7 is expressed in
the distal periphery. However, the corresponding Bmp type
I receptors are found mainly in the ventral retina during
eye development.11,12

BMP signaling occurs through its receptors BMPR1A,
BMPR1B, or BMPR2. They form a family of transmembrane
kinases, which consist of an N-terminal signal sequence,
an extracellular ligand-binding domain, a transmembrane
domain, and a cytoplasmic serine/threonine kinase. Here,
we focus on the Bmpr1b gene, which is highly conserved
between humans and mice. Patients with BMPR1Bmutations
are mainly characterized by brachydactyly (a shortness of
the fingers and toes) or chondrodysplasia (skeletal dyspla-
sia) (OMIM 603248). Similarly, Bmpr1b mutations in the
mouse affect the shape of the distal limb skeleton, resulting
in brachydactyly. Moreover, BMPR1B is expressed during the
early stages of eye development in the optic vesicle (at E9.0–
E9.5), the ventral retina (at E10.5–E11.5),11 retinal progenitor
cells (at E14.5), and in later stages retinal ganglion cells.13

In homozygous Bmpr1b knockout mice, retinal axons are
misguided in the optic nerve head at E15.5 to E16.5.14 Inter-
estingly, conditional Bmpr1a knockout mice (lacking retinal
Bmpr1a function in the Six3-Cre transgenic background)
have normal eye development, whereas Bmpr1a/Bmpr1b
double knockout mice show severe retinal defects, including
retinal growth and neurogenesis,15 suggesting that BMPR1B
may play a more important role in retinal development.

However, very few studies have investigated the role
of BMP signaling in the retina. It was reported that BMP7
regulates reactive gliosis in retinal astrocytes and Müller
cells in vitro.16 In the present study, we characterized a new
Bmpr1b mouse mutant line generated within a genome-
wide recessive N-ethyl-N-nitrosourea (ENU) mutagenesis
screen.17 The mutation leads to a skipping of exon 10 of
Bmpr1b and results in optic nerve coloboma with gliosis

of the optic nerve head and of the ventral retina, which
is associated with abnormal retinal vessels. Visual acuity
is significantly reduced in the homozygous mutants, and
electrophysiologic transmission of the retina and optic
nerve is affected. Moreover, we showed that the ventral
proliferative and hypertrophic retinal gliosis induced by the
Bmpr1b mutation is dominated by astrocytes expressing
markers of progenitor cells. This ocular phenotype was not
observed in the Bmpr1b-knockout mouse.14 Therefore, our
new and rather neomorphic allele of Bmpr1b demonstrates
that retinal BMP signaling acts via BMPR1B, at least in
mice. Moreover, this function might open new routes for
therapeutic approaches to prevent gliosis and eventual scar
formation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Mice

Mice were kept under specific pathogen-free conditions at
the Helmholtz Center Munich. The use of animals was in
accordance with the German Law of Animal Protection and
the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Male C3HeB/FeJ
mice were treated with ENU (80 mg/kg body weight applied
by intraperitoneal injection in three weekly intervals) at the
age of 10–12 weeks as previously described18,19 and mated
to untreated female C3HeB/FeJ mice.17 The offspring of the
ENU-treated mice were screened at the age of 11 weeks for
general dysmorphology features20; this part of the experi-
ments was performed with permission of the district govern-
ment of Upper Bavaria as the local Animal Welfare Authority
(55.2-1-54-2432-126-11). For detailed analysis of the ocular
phenotype, including the retina and the optic nerve, and
electrophysiologic analysis, the mutation was also bred on
the C57BL/6J background. The electroretinogram (ERG) and
visual evoked potential (VEP) studies were performed with
permission of the district government of Middle Franconia
as the local Animal Welfare Authority (54-2532.1-23/12).

Linkage Analysis

Homozygous carriers (first generation) were mated to wild-
type C57BL/6J mice, and the offspring (second genera-
tion) was intercrossed. DNA was prepared from tail tips
of affected offspring of the third generation (G3). For
linkage analysis, genotyping of a genome-wide mapping
panel consisting of 153 single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) was performed using MassExtend, a matrix-assisted
laser/desorption ionization–time of flight mass spectrometry
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TABLE. Primers

Primer Sequence (5′→3′) Annealing Temperature (°C) Product Size (bp)

Exon10-L GAGGAAATTTGCATGTTAGGC 55 302
Exon10-R GCCACCTCAAAATGAGTTTC
Exon8fw TAGACGCAAAGTCCATGCTG 58 See below
Exon9fw GCGCTATATGCCTCCAGAAG
Bmpr1bSplicervE11 TGACATTTTGGCAAGGGTTT

Product sizes: Exon8fw + Bmpr1bSplicervE11: wt: 599 bp; mutant: 468 bp. Exon9fw + Bmpr1bSplicervE11: wt: 361 bp; mutant: 230 bp.

high-throughput genotyping system supplied by Sequenom
(San Diego, CA, USA).21

Genotyping, Cloning, and Sequencing

Genomic DNA was isolated from tail tips of C57BL/6J and
C3HeB/FeJ wild-type mice or homozygous/heterozygous
mutants according to standard procedures; complementary
DNA (cDNA) was isolated from the entire eye or from the
retina; the primers for the corresponding polymerase chain
reactions (PCRs) of the Bmpr1b cDNA are given in the Table.
PCR was performed with a PTC-225 thermocycler (Biozym,
Hessisch Oldendorf, Germany). Products were analyzed by
electrophoresis on a 1.5% agarose gel. Sequencing was
performed at GATC Biotech (Konstanz, Germany) or at the
Helmholtz Center Munich using an ABI 3100 sequencer
(Applied Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany).

Comprehensive Phenotyping in the German
Mouse Clinic

Comprehensive phenotyping of 20 male and 20 female
homozygous Bmpr1b mutant mice and the corresponding
wild-type littermates was performed at the German Mouse
Clinic (http://www.mouseclinic.de) using a standard battery
of tests.20,22,23 Since some tests have been performed in
parallel, the number of mice used in the individual tests
might be smaller than the total number mentioned above.
If not otherwise stated, data of males and females were
analyzed separately using Student’s t-test or analysis of
variance.

Spectral Domain Optical Coherence Tomography
(SD-OCT) Imaging

SD-OCT was used to acquire retinal images. The mice were
anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of 137 mg
ketamine and 6.6 mg xylazine per kilogram of body weight
and the pupils were dilated with 1% atropine. Then the
mouse eyes were covered with lens glass to neutralize the
refractive power of the cornea and make the optical coher-
ence tomography (OCT) beam focus on the retina.24 OCT
images were recorded with the equipment set to 30° field of
view. Horizontal or vertical consecutive images were made
in the center of the optic nerve head. To improve the signal-
to-noise ratio, the images were averaged using the built-in
functions in the system.

Visual Acuity Measurements by Optokinetic Drum

Vision tests were performed between 9 AM and 4 PM using a
virtual optomotor system (Cerebral Mechanics, Lethbridge,
Canada) as described previously.25 Briefly, a rotating cylinder

covered with a vertical sine wave grating was calculated and
drawn in virtual three-dimensional space on four computer
monitors arranged in a square. Visually unimpaired mice
tracked the grating with reflexive head and neck move-
ments (head-tracking). Vision threshold of the tested mice
was quantified by a simple staircase test. Rotation speed and
contrast were set to 12.0 d/s and 100%, respectively. Since
no significant threshold differences were observed between
males and females (P > 0.05; t-test), data of both sexes
were combined. Thresholds of wild-type, heterozygous, and
homozygous ALI030 mice (C57BL/6J background, age: 10
weeks) were compared using a linear mixed-effect model
for grouped data (R package).

ERGs and VEPs

ERGs and VEPs were measured simultaneously in 14
C57BL/6J control mice and 9 heterozygous and 9 homozy-
gous mutant mice. One week prior to the measurements,
a small nickel screw (M2 × 6 mm; RS Components
Pte Ltd, Singapore, Singapore), which later served as the
active electrode for measuring the VEPs, was implanted
onto the skull above the right superior colliculus, the part
of the mouse brain where visual information is processed.
For this surgery, the skin over the skull of the anesthetized
mice (50 mg/kg ketamine [Ketavet; Pfizer, Berlin, Germany]
and 10 mg/kg xylazine [Rompun 2%; Bayer, Leverkusen,
Germany]) was opened and additional local anesthesia
was administered (Xylocain; AstraZeneca GmbH, Wedel,
Germany). A small trepanation was performed using a veteri-
nary dental drill. The screw was inserted into the right
visual cortex (1.5 mm lateral to the midline, 1.5 mm anterior
to lambda) as previously described.26 Before suturing the
skin, the wound area was kept aseptic with octenidine dihy-
drochloride (Octenisept; Schülke & Mayr GmbH, Norderst-
edt, Germany).

A detailed description of measuring standard scotopic
and photopic ERGs can be found elsewhere.27–29 Briefly,
dark-adapted mice (overnight) were anesthetized (50 mg/kg
ketamine [Ketavet] and 10 mg/kg xylazine [Rompun 2%]),
and a subcutaneous injection of saline solution (10 mL/kg,
0.9%) protected the mice from desiccation. The pupils
were dilated with a drop of tropicamide (Mydriaticum
Stulln, 5 mg/mL; Pharma Stulln GmbH, Stulln, Germany)
and phenylephrin-hydrochloride (Neosynephrin POS 5%;
Ursapharm, Saarbrücken, Germany). To measure the ERGs
from the left eye, a ground needle electrode was placed
subcutaneously at the base of the tail, a reference needle
electrode was positioned subcutaneously next to the left
ear, and the active contact lens electrode (Mayo Corpora-
tion, Inazawa, Japan), internally covered with Corneregel
(Dr. Mann Pharma, Berlin, Germany), was placed on the
cornea of the left eye (i.e., contralateral to the VEP electrode,
thereby ensuring that the ERGs were recorded from the eye

http://www.mouseclinic.de
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that provided the main input for the measured VEPs). For
simultaneous measurement of the VEPs, the implanted screw
was connected to the amplifier as the active electrode, and
the reference needle electrode was placed subcutaneously
next to the right ear.

To deliver the stimuli, a Ganzfeld Bowl (Q450 SC; Roland
Consult, Brandenburg, Germany) was used. Stimulation and
data recording were controlled using a RetiPort system
(Roland Consult). Initially, dark-adapted flash (between a
5-μs and 5-ms duration) ERGs and VEPs were measured. The
flash strength was increased in eight steps (0.0002, 0.002,
0.0063, 0.02, 0.063, 0.2, 0.63, and 6.3 cd�s/m2), and depend-
ing on the flash strength, 8 to 12 flash responses were aver-
aged. After 5 minutes of adaptation to a 25-cd/m2 steady
background light, photopic flash ERG and VEP measure-
ments were performed. Flashes of five strengths (0.063, 0.2,
0.63, 2, and 6.3 cd�s/m2) were superimposed onto the back-
ground. At each flash strength, 20 responses were averaged.
ERG and VEP signals were amplified 100,000 times, band-
pass filtered between 1 and 300 Hz, and digitized with a
sampling frequency of 2048 Hz.

For the flash ERGs, the amplitudes and delays of the a-
and b-waves as well as the amplitudes of the oscillatory
potentials were determined. The amplitude of the a-wave
was defined as the difference between baseline (average
voltage of the 30 ms prior to stimulation) and the trough
of the a-wave in a window between 30 and 90 ms after stim-
ulation. The amplitude of the b-wave was defined as the
potential difference between the trough of the a-wave and
the peak of the b-wave in a time window between 55 and 150
ms poststimulation. In addition, the amplitudes and delays
of the N1 (first negative trough) and the P1 and P2 (first
and second positive peaks) components of the scotopic and
photopic flash VEPs were measured. The N1 amplitude was
defined as the difference between the baseline before stim-
ulation and the trough of N1, and the amplitudes of P1 and
P2 were measured as the difference between the N1 trough
and the P1 or P2 peak, respectively.

Statistical analysis was performed with SYSTAT 13 (Systat
Software, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) using the Kruskal-Wallis
test. Note that statistically significant differences (P < 0.05)
were determined only for the signals obtained at the highest
flash strength of 6.3 cd�s/m2, because the responses at other
strengths cannot be considered independent.

Histology and Electron Microscopy

Mouse eyes from postnatal stages were analyzed histolog-
ically for eye pathologies. Tissues were fixed in Davidson
solution and embedded in JB-4 plastic medium (Polyscience,
Inc., Eppelheim, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Sectioning was performed with an ultramicrotome
(OMU3; Reichert-Jung, Walldorf, Germany). Serial transverse
3-μm sections were cut with a glass knife and stained with
methylene blue and basic fuchsin. The sections were eval-
uated with a light microscope (Axioplan; Carl Zeiss, Jena,
Germany). Images were acquired by means of a scanning
camera (AxioCam; Jenoptik, Jena, Germany).

For transmission electron microscopic analysis, reti-
nal fragments were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde and
2% paraformaldehyde, postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide,
stained in aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated, and embed-
ded in epoxy resin. Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were stained
using lead citrate and examined by a transmission electron
microscope (Hitachi H-7000; Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

The cross sections (2–3 μm) of the optic nerve were
immersed in 1% toluidine blue solution and dried on a hot
plate for 1 minute, followed by washing them with tap water.
The slides were mounted with EUKITT quick-hardening
mounting medium (Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich,
Germany). The number of total axons was counted using
ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA).

Anterograde Tracing

E15.5 embryos were fixed in 4% PFA (paraformaldehyde) in
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) overnight, and the cornea
was incised by forceps, the lens was removed, and the optic
cup was packed with lipophilic tracers DiI (red) or DiO
(green) (Invitrogen, Thermo Fisher Scientific,Waltham, USA)
DiI or DiO. The lens was replaced in the eye and the cornea
was covered. The embryos were refixed in 4% PFA in PBS
for approximately 1 month at room temperature to allow the
tracers to diffuse along axons completely. The optic nerve,
optic chiasm, and optic tract were exposed after removing
the heads and analyzed by stereo-fluorescence microscopy.

Immunohistochemistry and Confocal Microscopy

For immunohistochemistry, embryonic eyes or postnatal
retina were fixed in 4% PFA at 4°C from 2 hours to overnight
(depending on the size of embryonic tissues) or 20 minutes
(retina) and then transferred to 30% sucrose for cryosec-
tion and embedded in OCT Compound Tissue Tek (Sakura
Finetek Germany GmbH, Staufen, Germany) and stored at
–80°C. Sections (12 μm) were cut on a cryostate (CM1950;
Leica Microsystems CMS,Wetzlar, Germany). For the study of
adult whole-mount retinas, the retinas were fixed in 4% PFA
for 20 minutes and then washed in PBS/0.1%Triton X-100
two times and penetrated in 0.1 M glycin/PBS. The retinas
were incubated in primary antibodies or blocking solution
(control) for overnight. After washing in phosphate buffered
saline with 0.1% TritonX-100 (PBST), the embryos were incu-
bated with secondary antibodies for 24 hours, followed by
staining in 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) (1:10,000)
for 20 minutes. The embryos were preserved and imaged
in 80% glycerol and the Poly-Mount mounting medium
(Polysciences Europe GmbH, Hirschberg an der Bergstraße,
Germany).

Primary antibodies (Supplementary Table S2a) were used
for incubation at 4°C overnight, followed by a secondary
antibody with fluorescence against the species of the
primary antibody at room temperature for 1 to 1.5 hours
(antibody list in Supplementary Table S2b). For 5-bromo-2-
deoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling, 2N HCl was used to expose
the nuclear antigen for 20 minutes at 37°C. Counter-
staining of the cell nuclei was performed with DAPI
(Sigma-Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Munich, Germany; dilution
1:10,000). The immunofluorescence pictures were taken by
confocal microscopy (Olympus, Hamburg, Germany, and
Leica Microsystems, Mannheim, Germany). The images were
analyzed by a FluoView 1.7 software (Olympus, Tokyo,
Japan).

BrdU Labeling

The thymidine analogue, BrdU, incorporates into newly
synthesized DNA during the S-phase of the cells. It is used to
label proliferating cells in mice.30 To investigate the prolif-
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eration of ventral glial cells in postnatal ALI030 mice (P21),
BrdU was injected intraperitoneally (0.05 mg/g, dissolved in
0.09% NaCl solution) and the mice were killed at 24 hours
after injection.

Western Blot

Briefly, 3-week mouse eye balls were enucleated and retinas
were isolated. The protein concentration was determined
by a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, USA). The
retinal protein samples were adjusted to the same amount
(20 μg). The loading buffer (4×) was added into the samples
and incubated at 95°C for 10 minutes. The samples were
loaded on the gel and the proteins were first transferred
to a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane in a trans-
fer chamber by electrophoresis. The PVDF membranes were
blocked in 5% milk power in TBST for 30 minutes at
room temperature. Then the membranes were incubated
with primary antibody (pSMAD1/5/8 1:1000, AB3848-I, Milli-
pore, Temecula, USA; SMAD1/5/8 1:1000, 21684, SAB, Balti-
more, USA; GAPDH 1:2500, G9545, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
US) at 4°C overnight. The horseradish peroxidase (HRP)–
conjugated secondary antibodies (IgG/HRP, 1:5000, AS038;
ABclonal, Woburn, MA, USA) were incubated for 45 minutes
at room temperature on the PVDF membrane. The HRP from
secondary antibody was detected by adding chemilumines-
cence detection reagent (Immobilon Western Chemilumines-
cent HRP Substrate, Cat. No. WBKLS0010; Millipore) on the
membrane and was visualized using ChemiDoc XRS system
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA).

General

Chemicals and enzymes were obtained from Fermentas (St-
Leon-Rot, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), or Sigma
Chemicals (Deisenhofen, Germany). Oligonucleotides were
synthesized by Sigma Genosys (Steinheim, Germany).

RESULTS

Detection of the ALI030 Mutants and
Identification of the Underlying Mutation

The recessive ALI030 mouse line (this Bmpr1b mutant
mouse line was referred to as abnormal limb #030 (ALI030)
according to the internal lab code, see Supplementary Mate-
rials) was generated within our large-scale genome-wide
ENU mutagenesis screen for recessive mutants. The muta-
tion was mapped to mouse chromosome 3 between the SNP
markers rs13477421 and rs13477460 (109–143 Mb, chromo-
some 3,mouse genome Build 37.1); haplotype analysis using
microsatellites reduced the critical interval (130–140 Mb).
After mapping and sequencing of candidate genes, the muta-
tion could be annotated to the second base in intron 10 of
the Bmpr1b gene (T→G) (Fig. 1a). The mutation does not
change a restriction site, which could be used experimen-
tally; therefore, genotyping of mutants was performed by
sequencing a 440-bp fragment amplified from genomic DNA.

Since the mutation affects the splice donor site of exon
10, we tested the hypothesis that the mutation affects splic-
ing. cDNA from wild-type and homozygous ALI030 mice
was analyzed by PCR covering the critical region (exon
10) using primers for amplification of either exons 8 to
11 or exons 9 to 11. As shown in Figure 1b, we observed
shorter (131-bp) PCR amplicons in mutant mice referring to

a mutation-related splice defect in ALI030. Sequence anal-
ysis confirmed that exon 10 is completely spliced out in
homozygous mutants (Supplementary Fig. S1) leading to a
direct connection of exon 9 and exon 11; a schematic repre-
sentation of the altered splice event is depicted in Figure 1c.
Since this alternative splicing leads to a frame shift, 26 new
amino acids are predicted in front of a premature stop
codon. The N-terminal signal peptide, the ligand-binding
domain, and the transmembrane domain are not affected;
however, the C-terminal part of the protein-kinase domain,
including its active site in the cytoplasm, is suggested to be
destroyed.

Eye phenotype screening was performed at the German
Mouse Clinic; homozygous mutant mice had severe ocular
defects as demonstrated by an enlarged optic disc on the
C3HeB/FeJ (C3H) background (supplementary materials;
Supplementary Fig. S2); homozygous mutants backcrossed
to the C57BL/6J background were not able to react to the
moving stripes in the virtual drum, suggesting poor vision
(Fig. 1d). Slightly enlarged eye axial lengths were found
in the mutants (supplementary materials; Supplementary
Table S1). The rest of experiments of the ALI030mouse were
performed on the C57BL/6J background. The ocular pathol-
ogy was restricted to the retina and the optic nerve head;
using the slit lamp, no anterior segment abnormalities were
observed.

Electrophysiologic Function of the Retina and the
Optic Nerve in ALI030 Mutants

Due to poor responses in the head-tracking reflex observed
in mutants by using the virtual drum, we used ERG and VEPs
to investigate the functional integrity of the retinal neural
circuitry and the electrical transmission in the visual path-
way in vivo, respectively. We measured flash ERGs of these
animals from dark- and light-adapted retinas to obtain rod-
and cone-driven responses. The scotopic ERGs of the hetero-
and homozygous mutants were similar to those of the wild
types at different flash intensities (Fig. 2a). However, the a-
and b-wave amplitudes appeared to be slightly smaller in
homozygous mutants than in the wild types (**P < 0.05,
***P < 0.01; Fig. 2b). The photopic ERGs of the homozy-
gous and heterozygous mutants were similar to those of
the wild types at different flash intensities (Fig. 2c), except
at the highest flash strength, where the a-wave amplitude
was significantly reduced in both ALI030 mutant groups
compared to the wild types. The b-wave amplitude was
significantly reduced in the homozygous mutants compared
with the heterozygous mutants and wild types (Fig. 2d).

We also measured rod- and cone-driven flash VEPs in
these animals. In the wild-type group, the scotopic VEP
signals at low flash strengths initially showed one nega-
tive trough (N1) followed by one positive peak (P2). At
higher flash strengths, a second positive peak (P1) became
prominent and the signal amplitude increased (Fig. 2e).
The scotopic VEP patterns of the hetero- and homozygous
ALI030 mutants were similar to those of wild-type mice
at different flash strengths (Fig. 2e). We did not find any
significant differences in the timing or amplitude of the
analyzed signal parameters of the scotopic VEP between
the wild types and mutants. Similar to the scotopic VEP,
the photopic VEPs of the hetero- and homozygous ALI030
mutants were comparable to the wild types, but the homozy-
gous mutants showed slightly reduced amplitudes of N1
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FIGURE 1. Genetics of the ALI030 mutant mouse. (a) Genomic DNA sequence analysis of Bmpr1b of wild-type C3H and C57BL/6J mice as
well as of heterozygous and homozygous ALI030 mice. The site of the mutation is indicated by a red box; there is no difference between
C3H and C57BL/6; homozygous mutants show the G instead of T; heterozygotes show both bases. (b) PCR products of cDNA spanning exon
8 to exon 11 (left) or exon 9 to exon 11 (right) are shorter in the homozygous mutants as compared with wild types. (c) Schematic drawing
of the missplicing of exon 10 in the ALI030 mutants, which results in 26 new amino acids with a premature stop codon. (d) Optokinetic
drum test showed significantly reduced visual acuity in homozygous ALI030 mutants compared to wild-type and heterozygous mice, all on
C57BL/6J background (**P < 0.001; bars, standard deviation; n, number of mice at the age of 10 weeks).

over all flash intensities that were not significantly different
from those of wild types (Fig. 2f). However, further analysis
revealed that the P1 amplitude in the homozygous mutants
was significantly reduced (by approximately 40%) compared
to the wild types (**P < 0.05) (Fig. 2g), but no difference
was found between heterozygous mutants and wild types.
Both electrophysiologic methods demonstrated that under
photopic conditions, the transmission of visual stimuli was
impaired, explaining—at least in part—the loss of vision in
the homozygous mutants as indicated by the missing head-
tracking reflex.

The Phenotypes of the Optic Nerve Head and the
Ventral Retina in ALI030 Mutants

To analyze these severe ocular defects in detail, we investi-
gated the optic nerve head (ONH) and retina by performing
in vivo imaging (SD-OCT) and histology in ALI030 mutants
on the C57BL/6J background. SD-OCT revealed an optic disc
coloboma indicated by an enlarged and very thin optic disc

and a thicker inner plexiform layer in the ventral retina of
the mutants (n = 12 eyes, six mice) compared to the wild
types (n = 10 eyes, five mice) (Figs. 3a, A–D). OCT scans
showed distinct retinal layers in the wild types (Figs. 3a, E).
In the mutants, however, the distinct layers in most ventral
retina disappeared, forming a zone extending from the reti-
nal ganglion cell layer to the outer plexiform layer (Figs. 3a,
F); some retinal areas showed a small zone (Figs. 3a, F,
arrowhead), which was similar to the rosette-like structures
found in the histologic study. Additionally, a long retinal glial
scar-like structure was found in the ventral retina (Figs. 3a,
G). Histology demonstrated retinal delamination and retinal
rosette-like structures in the mutant ventral retina at different
postnatal periods; moreover, at 5 months, the photorecep-
tor layer was severely disrupted in the mutants compared
to the wild types (Figs. 3b, A–F, black circles). Addition-
ally, a number of cells were aggregated in the inner plex-
iform layer (Figs. 3b, D and F, black arrows). The inner
limiting membrane and the retinal ganglion cell layer in the
ventral retina showed severe alterations with proliferating
and migrating cells (Figs. 3b, A–F, black arrows). In addition,
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FIGURE 2. ERG and VEPs of ALI030 mutant mice. (a, b) Scotopic flash ERGs of hetero- and homozygous ALI030 mice are very similar to
those of wild-type (WT) mice, although a small reduction of the amplitude can be observed in the mutant ERGs (a). The a- and b-wave
amplitudes of the homozygous ALI030 mutants are consistently smaller than those of the wild types and the heterozygous mutants at the
highest flash strength (b) (**P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01). (c, d) Photopic flash ERGs of hetero- and homozygous ALI030 mice are similar to those
of WT mice, although a reduction of the b-wave amplitude is obvious in the homozygous mutants (c). The a- and b-wave amplitudes of
the homozygous ALI030 mutants are significantly smaller than those of the wild types and the heterozygous mutants at the highest flash
strength (d) (**P < 0.05, ***P < 0.01). (e, f) Scotopic (e) and photopic (f) VEPs of hetero- and homozygous ALI030 mutants are similar to
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those of WT mice. Analysis of signal amplitudes and timing shows a general tendency of slightly reduced amplitudes of only N1 over all
flash intensities that was not statistically significant. (g) Averaged amplitude (± SD) of the photopic P1 component as a function of flash
strength for wild-type and ALI030 heterozygous and homozygous mice. At the highest flash strength, homozygous ALI030 mutants show a
significantly reduced P1 amplitude compared to the wild types (**P < 0.05).

an enlarged optic disc coloboma was found in the mutants
from early postnatal periods to adulthood (Figs. 3b, G–L,
black arrow).

Then we analyzed the dysplasia of the retina in greater
detail using different antibodies against specific retinal cell
markers at P21. PDE6B is a marker for rod photorecep-
tors.31,32 PDE6B immunostaining demonstrated a disruption
and delamination of the photoreceptor layers in the mutant
ventral retina compared to the wild types (Figs. 3c, A and
E). Protein kinase Cα (gene symbol: Prkca) predominantly
labels rod bipolar cells in the retina.33 The lamination of
retinal rod bipolar cells was disrupted in the ventral retinal
gliotic region, and some ectopic bipolar cells were found in
the outer nuclear layer of the mutants (Figs. 3c, B and F).
OTX2 can control the fate of photoreceptors and the speci-
fication of the cells of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE),
and it is expressed in the inner nuclear layer and in the
RPE.34 Immunostaining against OTX2 showed that the inner
nuclear layer was disrupted and split into two layers; the
RPE was also disrupted, and fewer RPE cells were present
in the ventral gliotic retina in ALI030mutants compared with
wild-type controls (Figs. 3c, C and G).

Calretinin is considered a marker for the amacrine and
ganglion cells of the retina.35 In the wild types, calretinin is
expressed in the retinal ganglion cells, amacrine cells, and
inner plexiform layer, whereas in mutants, missing retinal
ganglion cells are found in the inner plexiform layer and the
retinal ganglion cell layer is thinner or missing in the gliotic
retina (Fig. 3c, D–H). The amacrine cells are located in the
inner nuclear layer in the wild types (Figs. 3c, D), whereas
in mutants, the inner nuclear layer is totally disrupted in the
ventral gliotic retina. Interestingly, there were some mislo-
calized amacrine cells in the inner plexiform layer (Figs. 3c,
H). These results demonstrate that retinal dysplasia occurs
in the ventral gliotic retina of the mutants.

In addition, retinal blood vessel abnormalities were
observed in the mutants (Figs. 3a, A-B; Figs. 3d, A-C). In the
ONH of the wild types, central retinal vessels were arranged
regularly and retinal branch arterioles/veins originated from
the central retinal artery/vein (Figs. 3d, A, B). However, in
mutants, dilatation and distortion of retinal arterioles and
venules was found, and some branch arterioles/veins did not
arise directly from the central retinal artery/vein (Figs. 3d,
C-E). The remnants of the hyaloid vessels were located at
the peripheral part of the ONH in the mutants, whereas in
the wild-type controls the vessels were located in the central
part (Figs. 3a, A and B, white arrow; Figs. 3b, G–L, red arrow-
head; Figs. 3d, A, C). The basement membrane of retinal arte-
rioles was thickened in the mutants due to the replication of
the lamina densa, one of the two components of the blood
vessel basement membrane (Fig. 3e).

Activated Glial Cells in the ONH and in the
Ventral Retina and Maldevelopment of the Optic
Nerve in ALI030 Mutants

Due to the findings in the retina by OCT and histology, we
tested whether reactive gliosis is present in mutants. Glial

fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) is a reliable early marker of
reactive gliosis in glial cells, and the expression of GFAP
is upregulated during reactive gliosis.36 Indeed, in the wild
types at E17.5, GFAP is strongly expressed in the optic nerve
(Figs. 4a, A and B) but weakly expressed in the nerve fiber
layer and inner plexiform layer (Figs. 4a, E and F), whereas
in mutants, GFAP is strongly expressed in different reti-
nal layers in the ventral retina of the mutants (Figs. 4a, G
and H). In the optic nerve, interestingly, GFAP is ectopically
expressed around the retina in mutants (Figs. 4a, C and D),
but not in wild types (Figs. 4a, A and B), suggesting that glial
cells are also activated in the ONH during development and
that ventral retinal gliosis is present at birth in the ALI030
mutants. In addition, retinal folds were also formed in the
ventral retina (Figs. 4a, G and H, arrowhead) and around the
optic nerve (Fig. 4, D, arrowhead).

Furthermore, immunostaining against GFAP on flat-
mounted retinas showed that activated glial cells were found
in both the ONH and the ventral retina of the mutants
(Figs. 4b, A–J) and formed a glial scar in the ventral
retina, which was connected to the ONH (Figs. 4b, F and
G). Immunostaining against GFAP on retinal sections also
showed higher and more robust expression of GFAP in
the ONH and in the ventral retina compared to wild-type
controls (Figs. 4c, A–H). At different stages from P5 to adult-
hood, GFAP-positive cells were only found in the nerve
fiber layer and retinal ganglion cell layer in the wild-type
retina (Figs. 4c, A–D). However, in the mutants, GFAP was
expressed in the inner and outer plexiform layer from P5 to
adulthood (Figs. 4c, E–H). In the early postnatal period, acti-
vated glial cells were mainly located in the inner and outer
plexiform layers, and retinal rosettes were absent, whereas
in older animals (P21 and at 3 months), the range of retinal
gliosis was more broad and extended to the inner nuclear
layer and outer plexiform layer as well as to the inner plex-
iform layer (Figs. 4c, A–H). These results confirmed that the
gliosis occurs in the ONH and in the ventral retina of the
mutants.

Consistent with the activated astrocytes in the ventral
retina of the mutants (Figs. 4d, A and B), transmis-
sion electron microscopy of the retina showed that astro-
cytes in the ventral gliotic retina were hypertrophic
(Figs. 4d, C–F).

Activated Astrocytes Express SOX2 and PAX2 but
Not PAX6 in Ventral Retinal Gliosis and Are
Proliferative in ALI030 Mutants

We analyzed the properties of these activated astrocytes
in the gliotic ventral retina. Three different progenitor cell
markers, SOX2, PAX2, and PAX6, were investigated. SOX2
(SRY [sex determining region Y]–box 2) is a transcription
factor that is essential for stem cell pluripotency.37 PAX2
(encoded by the paired box gene 2) is a transcription factor
that can control the fate decision of neurons and glia.38 PAX6
(encoded by the paired box gene 6) is expressed in retinal
progenitor cells and is essential for neuronal fate differen-
tiation and determination in the retina39 as well as neuro-
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FIGURE 3. Retinal pathologies in ALI030 mutants at 3 months. (a) SD-OCT showed excavation of the optic nerve head and a remarkable
reduction in the central thickness in ALI030 mutants (A–F, a/a, white arrow). The ventral retinal change is connected to the optic nerve
head (B, D, red arrow). The changes manifest as an increasingly thick red layer on OCT scans of the ventral retina and affect multiple
layers (E, F, a/a, red arrow). There are several defective regions similar to rosette structures found in the photoreceptor layer (F, white
arrowheads). A long retinal glial scar-like structure was found in the ventral retina in the mutants (G, white arrow). The color bar in D
represents the thickness of the retina or optic nerve head. Upper color, thicker; lower color, thinner. (b) At P2, there is local cell aggregation
in the retinal ganglion cell layer in the mutants (B, arrow). At P11, the inner plexiform layer is thicker than in the wild type, and retinal
layering is disrupted in the mutants. The retinal ganglion cell layer (GCL) is broken and the retinal cells grow out through the broken retinal
GCL (D, arrow), in contrast to cells from the wild types (C, GCL). Moreover, retinal rosettes are found (D, broken circles). At the adult stage
(5 months), the cell number in the inner plexiform layer is increased compared with early ages (F, black arrow), and the organization of
the inner and outer nuclear layer and photoreceptor layer is severely altered (F) compared with those of the wild types (E). Some cells in
the inner plexiform layer appear to be from the inner nuclear layer in the mutants (F, white arrow). Retinal rosettes are abundant in the
outer retina of the mutants (F, broken circles). Excavation of the optic nerve head is found in the mutants at P2 (H, arrow), P11 (J, arrow),
and adulthood (5 months) (L, arrow) but not in the wild types (G, I, K). There are more cells in the tip of the optic nerve head at P11 (J,
arrowhead) and at adulthood (L, black arrowhead) in the mutants. Remnants of the hyaloid artery are found in the rim of the optic nerve
head (L, red arrowhead) in the mutants. GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; NBL, neuroblast layer;
NFL, nerve fiber layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; OS, outer segment of photoreceptors; RPE, retinal pigment
epithelium. Scale bar: A, B, G–L, 100 μm; C–F, 50 μm. (c) At P21, regular retinal lamination and different types of retinal cells are found in
the wild types. PDE6B is expressed in the photoreceptor layer (A); protein kinase Cα (PKC-α) is expressed in the bipolar cells (B); OTX2 is
expressed in the inner nuclear layer and in the RPE (C); calretinin is expressed in the immature neurons of the retinal ganglion cell layer,
inner plexiform layer, and inner nuclear layer (D). However, delamination, thinner photoreceptors, and photoreceptor rosettes are found in
the mutants (E). The synaptic connections and axons of the bipolar cells are destroyed in the mutants (F, arrow). The inner nuclear layer
splits into two layers (G, white arrow) and a remarkably decreased number of RPE cells are found (G, red arrow). The retinal ganglion cell
layer is disrupted, some ectopic calretinin-positive neurons are found in the inner plexiform layer (H, arrow, above), and the inner nuclear
layer is destroyed in mutants (H, arrow, below). Scale bar: 50 μm (A, C–E, G, H); 20 μm (B, F). (d) Whole-mount immunofluorescence
against collagen IV shows several retinal arterioles originating independently from the central retinal artery in the central excavation of the
ONH (A, arrowheads). (e) Electron microscopy shows venular dilatation and arteriole disruption as well as basement membrane thickening
due to replication of the lamina densa in the mutant mice. ONH, optic nerve head; v, venule; a, arteriole; Id, lamina densa; ILM, inner limiting
membrane; E, endothelial cell; SM, smooth muscle cell; BM, basement membrane; GCL, ganglion cell layer. Scale bars: 0.4 μm (G, I).
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FIGURE 4. Gliosis in the ventral retina and optic nerve head in ALI030 mutants. (a) (A) At E17.5, GFAP is strongly expressed in the optic
nerve in the wild types (A, B), whereas in the mutants, besides in the optic nerve, GFAP is also ectopically expressed around the retina (C,
D, arrows). (E, H) GFAP is weakly expressed in the nerve fiber layer and inner plexiform layer of the wild-type retina at E17.5, whereas
it is strongly ectopically expressed in the ventral retina in the mutants (G, H). Scale bar: 50 μm. (b) Immunostaining against GFAP on
retinal flat-mount preparations showed that glial scarring occurs in the ventral mutant retina (F, G) compared with the wild types (A, B),
and gliosis in the optic nerve head (ONH) was found (H–J, arrow) in mutants. The ventral glial scar is connected to the optic nerve head
(G, arrowhead). Scale bar: A, B, F, G, 300 μm; C–E, H–J, 200 μm. (c) Ventral retinal gliosis in the ALI030 mutants from P5 to 3 months.
(A–D) In the wild types, GFAP is expressed in the retinal ganglion cell layer and nerve fiber layer. (E–H) Strong GFAP expression is found
in distinct retinal layers, especially in the inner plexiform layer, where the number of activated glial cells is significantly increased. At P5,
the expression of GFAP is significantly upregulated in the outer plexiform layer in the mutants (E), and later the retinal gliosis is broader
and more intense in the outer plexiform layer in adults compared with the early periods. The retinal fold is formed at P5 (E) and later
retinal rosettes are formed at P21 (G) and at 3 months (H). NFL, nerve fiber layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL,
inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer. Scale bar: 50 μm. (d) Overexpression of GFAP (A, B) and the
presence of enlarged astrocytic prolongations between ganglion cells (C, D), characterized by a clear cytoplasm containing mitochondria
and intermediate filaments (E, F) by electron microscopy, clearly suggest astrocytic hypertrophy in ALI030 mutants. GC, ganglion cell layer;
IN, inner nuclear layer; ILM, internal limiting membrane; G, ganglion cell; Am, amacrine cell; As, astrocyte; Mu, Müller cell. Scale bars: 16
μm (A), 4.5 μm (B), 0.45 μm (C).

genesis.40 We found that in mutants, the main cell type of
activated glial cells in the ventral retina were astrocytes,
since most cells expressed GFAP but not glutamate synthase,
a marker for retinal Müller cells (Figs. 5a, A–H). Interestingly,
on the vitreal side of the retinal gliotic region, OCT showed
a thick epiretinal membrane-like structure (Figs. 3a, D, red
arrow; F, red arrow), where GFAP was highly and densely
expressed (Figs. 5F). Here, in the inner plexiform layer and
inner nuclear layer, GFAP was mainly expressed in the cyto-

plasm and SOX2 was expressed in the nucleus of the same
cells (Fig. 5b), suggesting that the activated astrocytes also
express SOX2.

PAX2 was expressed in the retinal ganglion cell layer,
and some PAX2-positive cells also expressed SOX2 in the
wild types (Figs. 5c, A–D), but PAX2 was highly expressed
in almost all cells in the ventral retinal gliosis region of the
mutants (Figs. 5c, E). It was localized in the nucleus and
was also coexpressed with SOX2 in the ventral gliotic region
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FIGURE 5. Activated astrocytes expressing progenitor cell markers and proliferative retinal gliosis in ALI030 mutants at P21. (a) (A–D)
Glutamate synthase (GS) is normally expressed in the nerve fiber and retinal ganglion cell layer, and it coexpresses with GFAP. (E–H) In
the mutants, a few activated glial cells coexpress GS. Most GFAP-positive cells do not express GS, suggesting that the main glial cells are
activated astrocytes. Scale bar: 50 μm. (b) In the gliotic retina, almost all activated astrocytes express SOX2. SOX2 overlaps with GFAP in
the vitreal side of the retina (C, yellow), whereas in the other retinal layers, GFAP is expressed in the cytoplasm and SOX2 is expressed in
the nuclei of the same cells (A–F). Scale bar: 100 μm. (c) (A–D) In wild-type retina, a few PAX2-positive cells express SOX2 in the retinal
ganglion cell layer. (E–H) In the mutants, there are a number of activated astrocytes expressing PAX2 in the distinct retinal layers. (I, J)
PAX6-positive cells normally coexpress SOX2 in the retinal ganglion cell layer and inner nuclear layer, whereas most activated astrocytes do
not express PAX6 in the mutants (K, L). Scale bar: 50 μm. (d) In wild-type retina, there are very few BrdU-positive cells (A–C), but there are
a remarkably increased number of BrdU-positive cells in the ventral retinal gliotic region (D–F). Most of these BrdU-positive cells coexpress
SOX2 (M–O). Scale bar: 100 μm.

(Figs. 5c, E–H). PAX6 was expressed in the retinal ganglion
cell layer and inner nuclear layer in wild-type retina (Figs. 5c,
I and J), whereas in mutants, PAX6 was almost absent in the
ventral gliotic region (Figs. 5c, K and L). These data suggest
that these ventral activated glial cells may have properties of
retinal progenitor cells.

To further investigate whether these activated glial cells
expressing progenitor cell markers in the ventral retina were
proliferative, BrdU was injected intraperitoneally to label
proliferating cells at P21. As shown by BrdU-labeled cells,
we found proliferating glial cells in the inner plexiform layer
of the ventral gliotic retina of the mutants at P21 (Figs. 5d,
D), whereas very few BrdU-positive cells were found in the
wild-type retina (Figs. 5d, A). Interestingly, most of these
BrdU-positive cells also coexpressed SOX2 (Figs. 5d, M–O).
Therefore, proliferative retinal gliosis occurs in the mutants.
This proliferative ability could be due to the progenitor prop-
erty of the activated astrocytes.

Altered Eye Development, Loss of Ventral Retinal
Ganglion Cells, Axon Misguidance, and
Downregulation of pSMAD1/5/8 in ALI030
Mutants

To understand these histologic and electrophysiologic find-
ings, we investigated the embryonic development of the eyes
of ALI030 mutants. From knockout mutants, we know that
Bmpr1b is expressed in the ventral retina and is required for
correct targeting of ventral ganglion cell axons to the ONH.
Moreover, many axons arising from the ventrally located
ganglion cells fail to enter the ONH and instead make abrupt
turns in this region.14 PAX2 is one of the major players in
ONH development and optic fissure closure in the ventral
retina.41,42 The expression pattern of PAX2 was dynamically
changed in mutants during embryonic retinal development
compared to wild types (Figs. 6a, A–H). At E10.5, PAX2 was
expressed in the ventral retina and the optic stalk in the
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FIGURE 6. Ectopic PAX2 expression, decreased neurogenesis of retinal ganglion cells, and downregulation of pSMAD1/5/8 in ALI030mutants.
(a) PAX2 expression at E10.5 in the ventral retina and in the optic stalk in the wild types (A, B) and homozygous ALI030 mutants (G, H).
No difference was found between the wild types and mutants. At later stage, E15.5, PAX2 is expressed in the optic nerve–retina junction and
in the optic nerve head in the wild types. However, at E15.5, PAX2 expression is ectopically upregulated in the ventral retina and decreased
in the dorsal junction between optic nerve and retina in mutants (I, J). D, dorsal retina; ON, optic nerve; OS, optic stalk; V, ventral retina.
Scale bar: 50 μm. (b) In the wild-type retina, there are a number of retinal ganglion cells (BRN3, red) but very few expressing PAX2 (green;
A), whereas in the mutant retina, many cells express PAX2 in the ventral retina (B). Retinal ganglion cells production is greatly decreased in
the ventral retina (B) but only slightly decreased in the dorsal retina (C) at E15.5. (D, E) Anterograde tracing demonstrated normal crossing
and fasciculation of the optic nerve and optic chiasm in the mutants, but the optic nerve tends to be thinner in the homozygous mutants
than in the wild-type controls, which is due to the decreased number of retinal ganglion cells at E15.5. OC, optic chiasm; ON, optic nerve;
OT, optic tract. Scale bar: A–C, 20 μm; D, E, 100 μm. (c) Immunostaining against BRN3 on retinal flat-mount preparations showed that
retinal ganglion cells are almost absent in the ventral gliosis retina in the mutants (D–F) compared to the wild types (A–C) at 3 months.
The number of retinal nerve fibers is also decreased in the ventral retina, especially in the distal area, in the mutants (L, broken circle); the
proximal retina exhibits two bundles of axons (I, arrow), and nearly all the retinal axons from the periphery directly enter one of the two
bundles instead of the optic nerve head (I, broken circle). Mislocalized axons are found in the distal ventral (L, arrow and arrowhead) and
dorsal retina (K, arrow) in the mutants. Scale bar: A, D, 300 μm; B, C, E, F, 50 μm; G–L: 300 μm. (d) The number of optic nerve axons in
the mutants (n = 6) tends to be less than that in the wild types (n = 5) at 8 weeks, but no statistical significance is found (P > 0.05). (e)
Western blot analysis showed that at 3 weeks in mutant retina, the expression level of pSMAD1/5/8 is lower than that in the wild types and
heterozygous mutants, but no obvious difference was found between the wild types and heterozygous mutants.

wild types, and the expression of PAX2 was not affected in
mutants compared to the wild types (Figs. 6a, A and B, E and
F). At E15.5, PAX2 was expressed in the ventral retina and
the expression in the ONH, including the dorsal junction,
was reduced in mutants, whereas it was only expressed in
the retina–optic nerve junction in the wild types (Figs. 6a, C
and D, G and H).

Consistent with the PAX2 results, immunostaining against
BRN3 (also known as POU4F1), a marker for retinal ganglion
cells,43,44 showed that the neurogenesis of retinal ganglion
cells was decreased (Figs. 6b, A–C) in the mutants at E15.5.
Similarly, after 3 months, retinal ganglion cells in the mutants

were almost absent in the ventral gliosis retina compared
with the wild types (Figs. 6c, A–F; Supplementary Fig. S3).
In this region, there were two bundles of axons on both
sides near the central ventral retina, and almost none of the
axons in the ventral retina entered the ONH but instead went
into these two bundles (Figs. 6c, I). In addition, mislocalized
axons were found in the peripheral ventral retina as well
as in the dorsal retina in the mutants (Figs. 6c, K and L).
Furthermore, anterograde tracing showed that there were
no obvious differences in the crossing and fasciculation of
the optic nerve and optic chiasm between the wild types
and the homozygous mutants (Figs. 6c, D and E). However,
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the optic nerve tended to be thinner in the mutants
(n = 7 embryos) compared to the wild-type controls at E15.5
(n = 5 embryos), but no statistical significance was found
(P = 0.0524) (Figs. 6c, D and E). Similarly, toluidine blue
staining showed that fewer optic nerve axons were found in
the mutants (n = 6) than wild types (n = 5), but there is no
statistical significance (Fig. 6d).

To investigate the impact of the Bmpr1b mutation on
BMP signaling in vivo, we tested the expression level of
pSMAD1/5/8 in the retina by using Western blot at 3 weeks.
We showed that in the mutant retina, the expression level of
pSMAD1/5/8 was slightly lower in the homozygous mutants
than in the wild types and heterozygous mutants, but no
obvious difference was found between the wild types and
the heterozygous mutants (Fig. 6e).

DISCUSSION

Reactive gliosis occurs in various grades; however, massive
retinal gliosis is considered to result frequently in a glial
scar.45 Here, we characterized a new mouse model of optic
disc coloboma and ventral retina gliosis, which is caused by
an ENU-induced splice site mutation in Bmpr1b. This muta-
tion in intron 10 of Bmpr1b results in the skipping of exon
10, leading to a translational frame shift and a premature
stop codon; it is predicted that the conserved cytoplasmic
serine/threonine kinase domain is lost in the mutants. This
point mutation leads to a more severe and newer phenotype
compared with the corresponding knockout mutant.14

In humans, optic disc coloboma is characterized by a
demarcated bowl-shaped excavation in the optic disc caused
by incomplete closure of the optic fissure during embry-
onic development.46 Visual deficits correlate with the sever-
ity of the morphologic anomaly. Optic disc coloboma is often
associated with other ocular anomalies or even syndromic
disorders. There are several genetic conditions known to
lead to optic disc coloboma, such as mutations in PAX2,
PAX6, SHH, or CHX10.47 However, the detailed pathogen-
esis of this disease is still poorly understood even if there
have been several animal models established. Therefore, we
focused on a detailed analysis of the formation of optic disc
coloboma and retinal gliosis in the new Bmpr1b mutant.

The first most striking effect of this mutation is the signif-
icant decrease of the head-tracking reflex as observed in
an optokinetic drum. However, ERG measurements showed
significant reductions of the scotopic and photopic a- and
b-wave amplitudes at the higher flash intensities. Also, VEP
measurements showed a general tendency toward slightly
smaller amplitudes of N1 (scotopic VEPs) and of N1 and P1
(photopic VEPs) over all flash intensities, with significant
reductions of N1P1 amplitudes at the higher flash intensi-
ties. Since the gliosis is restricted to the ventral retina, the
visual field is expected to be smaller in the mutants, which
might lead to a relatively larger effect on the perception
of moving stripes in the optokinetic drum versus station-
ary flashing light as is used in the ERG and VEP. Similarly,
patients with coloboma involving optic disc also showed
slight ERG changes but more obvious VEP changes. In
addition, increased eye axial length was found in mutants,
which could be due to optic nerve coloboma. This could
contribute to a larger refractive error, leading to decreased
visual acuity. Another striking finding is the detection of
ONH coloboma in the mutants. The ONH coloboma was
found in the very early postnatal period such as P5, suggest-
ing that this abnormality is arising from maldevelopment of

the ONH. The glial cells in the ONH were activated, the
processes of the glial cells in the ONH showed disorga-
nized arrangements, and some axons in the optic nerve were
absent, indicating a degenerative change in the optic nerve.
However, these features do not explain the occurrence of a
coloboma,which might be explained better by the decreased
PAX2 expression in our novel Bmpr1b splice-site mutants
(see below for greater detail).

At the histologic level, we observed retinal delamina-
tion, rosettes, and altered retinal blood vessels in the
mutants. These features have also been found in other eyes
with coloboma.48,49 Similar to human patients with fundus
coloboma,49 several retinal arterioles did not arise directly
from the central retinal artery in the new Bmpr1b-mutant
mice. Moreover, as in rats with optic disc coloboma,48 dilata-
tion and distortion of retinal arterioles and venules were
common in the Bmpr1b-mutant mice. Missense mutations
of the human BMPR1B gene produce idiopathic pulmonary
arterial hypertension during childhood,50 and blood vessel
basement membrane thickening results from a common arte-
rial lesion during this disease.51 We also observed blood
vessel basement membrane thickening in the retinal arte-
rioles of the Bmpr1b-mutant mice. Altogether, BMPR1B (or
BMP signaling in general) may also be involved in retinal
blood vessel development.

In Bmpr1b-knockout mice, abnormal axon guidance was
found in the ventral retina during embryonic eye develop-
ment.14 In agreement with previous findings, we observed
that a number of retinal ganglion cell axons entered the
axon bundles instead of the ONH in the ventral retina, and
a few axons were also mislocalized in the dorsal retina in
the mutants. Therefore, we further analyzed the morphol-
ogy of the optic nerve and optic chiasm at E15.5, when the
optic chiasm was already mature. We found that axon guid-
ance within the optic nerve and the optic chiasm was not
affected in the mutants. These results indicate that BMPR1B
may play a role in axon guidance in the retina but not in the
higher visual pathways.

Several studies have shown that mutations in the
PAX2/Pax2 gene are associated with or are even the cause
of optic nerve coloboma in humans52 and mice.53,54 The
number of axons is also reduced in mice with Pax2 muta-
tions.55 Reduced expression of PAX2 may also lead to the
reduced expression of the Fas-associated death domain
(Fadd) gene, which causes an open optic fissure by a prolif-
eration defect and concomitant activation of the necrop-
tosis pathway.56 In contrast to the symmetrical expression
of PAX2 in the ONH region of the wild types at E15.5
and E17.5, we found that PAX2 was ectopically expressed
in the ventral retina and asymmetrically expressed in the
ONH of the mutants. Therefore, Bmpr1b mutation changes
the expression pattern of PAX2 during embryonic develop-
ment, which may lead to a delay of the closure of the optic
fissure and, subsequently, to optic disc coloboma. We also
found that the expression of pSMAD1/5/8 in the retina was
reduced in the mutants compared to the wild types, indicat-
ing that BMP signaling is affected by the mutation. The rela-
tionship between BMP signaling and PAX2 remains unclear.
Since BMP7 interacts with sonic hedgehog (SHH) to regu-
late Pax2 expression in astrocytes,57 we hypothesize that
BMP signaling might also regulate the expression of Pax2 in
the retina. Meanwhile, the number of retinal ganglion cells
is reduced in the ventral retina where PAX2 is ectopically
expressed during embryonic retinal development. Later, at
postnatal periods, retinal ganglion cells were almost absent,
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suggesting that decreased neurogenesis of retinal ganglion
cells is induced by overexpression of PAX2.

In our mutants, the altered PAX2 expression might also
be one characteristic leading to gliosis of the ventral retina.
Retinal gliosis is proliferative (as indicated by the GFAP and
BrdU immunostaining) and hypertrophic and is associated
with decreased neurogenesis in retinal ganglion cells. The
activated astrocytes in the ventral gliotic retina are likely to
be gliogenic precursors due to their proliferation and the
expression of progenitor cell markers, such as SOX2. This
particular phenotype was not described for the Bmpr1b-
knockout mouse where bipolar cells are affected and neuro-
genesis remains unchanged.14

Previous studies have shown that migration of immature
astrocytes from the optic nerve onto the inner surface of the
retina is required for the generation of mature astrocytes.58

In the ALI030 mutants, we found ectopically activated glial
cells across the different layers of the ventral retina, suggest-
ing that these glial cells may occur after migration or origi-
nate from retinal progenitors. In-vivo BrdU labeling revealed
that the activated glial cells proliferate in the postnatal eye
and that these glial cells express PAX2 and SOX2 but not
PAX6. PAX2 can inhibit the fate of neurons but promotes
the differentiation of glial cells,38 and PAX6 is known to
be required for neuronal differentiation.59 In addition, astro-
cytes can acquire the properties of stem cells and become
multipotent cells during reactive gliosis induced by brain
injury.60

In contrast to most other studies, in which reactive gliosis
was induced by toxic chemicals or injury, our study demon-
strated ventral retinal gliosis to be caused by a genetic
defect. Similarly, the Bmp signaling pathway is shown to
be necessary for oligodendrocyte maturation in the brain.61

Following spinal cord injury, Bmpr1b-null mice developed
hyperactive reactive astrocytes and had attenuated glial
scars.62 In conditional double-knockout mutants of Bmpr1a
and Bmpr1b in the neural tube, fewer activated astrocytes
were observed than in the wild types due to the defect
in glial cell maturation.63 Consistent with Lee et al.,64 our
mutant mice showed ventral retinal gliosis and an increased
number of GFAP-positive astroglia in the ventral retina and
ONH from early postnatal days to adulthood. These activated
glial cells form a long aggregate with branches from the
ONH to the ventral retina, which then extend into different
retinal layers. In addition, it has been reported that BMP7
regulates reactive gliosis in retinal astrocytes and Müller
cells and that BMP7 treatment of glial cells induces reactive
gliosis in mice,16 but microglial activation is required for
this gliosis process.65 Compared with both studies, ventral
retinal gliosis is dominated by activated astrocytes and
is a developmental process in our study, which is quite
different. Our results indicate that Bmpr1b signaling may
play a role in regulating the differentiation of gliogenic
precursor populations in the retina.

Thus, these findings suggest that the activated glial cells
in the ventral retina probably have properties of precursor
cells of gliogenic populations (PAX2) but not of neurogenic
populations (PAX6). Here, the deficiency in Bmpr1b might
result in more gliogenic precursor populations in the retina,
which is also consistent with previous work64 demonstrating
that inhibition of BMPR1B expression in primary glioblas-
tomas can expand the clonogenic stem cell population.

In addition, retinal dysplasia was associated with ventral
retinal gliosis in the mutants. The ventral gliotic retina exhib-
ited dysplasia conditions in mutants, including retinal delam-

ination and retinal rosettes. The synapses of the bipolar
cells were disrupted (Fig. 4c) and ectopic retinal ganglion
cells were found in the inner plexiform layer. These retinal
changes might be due to the abnormal retinal development
and the gliosis.

In addition to eye phenotypes, systemic phenotyping of
the mutant mice revealed decreased body weight, which
is associated with decreased bone mineral content and
fat mass, reduced blood lipids and proteins, and gener-
ally complex effects on energy assimilation. The increased
locomotion (at least in males) might be one aspect of this
complex situation, because it indicates a higher use of
energy, which might in turn be responsible for the alter-
ations in the energy supply. These findings are in contrast to
previously reported data showing that a deletion of Bmpr1b
causes no obvious other defects besides skeletal deficits.66

In summary, we characterized a mouse model of ONH
coloboma and ventral retinal gliosis caused by a mutation
in Bmpr1b. Our work showed that BMPR1B is necessary for
the development of the optic nerve and ventral retina. Since
these results also help to significantly advance the under-
standing of the intrinsic mechanisms of retinal gliosis, it
opens new routes for the treatment of gliosis that eventu-
ally might prevent scar formation in the retina.
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